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Chapter 3

The Judeo-Arabic Heritage
Norman A. Stillman

Introductory Reflections

Nearly forty years ago, I brought my fiancee, who had been born in
Morocco and raised in Israel, home to meet my family. I shall never forget
the moment when she met my grandmother. My grandmother, whose
English, even after fifty years in the United States, was still heavily
accented, asked my fiancee, "Does your family speak Jewish?" Not under
standing what she meant, my bride-to-be replied, "Of course, we all speak
Hebrew. That is the language in Israel." "No, no;' my grandmother
insisted, "Not ivres. Does your family speak Yiddish?" "Ah," exclaimed my
fiancee. "No, not Yiddish. We have our own 'Jewish' - Jewish Arabic." My
ooor grandmother was bewildered. For her, Yiddish (literally "Jewish;' but
short for yiddish taytsh, Judeo-German, or better Judeo-Germanic) was
mameloshn (mother tongue). It was thought of by Eastern European Jews
IS essentially "Jewish." In the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries,
:here were those who actively opposed the revival of Hebrew as a living
anguage for a modern national movement. Although Hebrew was leshon
[odesh. (the holy tongue), it was not the people's language-at least not
:he language of the Eastern European Jewish masses.'
Another personal experience of mine occurred at a bus stop in the
3aq c a quarter of Jerusalem in the early 1970s, where my wife and I en
.ountered a friend of her mother's. She was an elderly, traditional Moroc
.an woman. She was easily recognizable even before she spoke by her
ieadscarf, jewelry, and various other cultural cues. My wife introduced me
o her, and we chatted in the Iudeo-Arabic of Sefrou, their hometown in
vlorocco, I had, at that time, begun a study of this particular vernacular
roth in Morocco and lsrael.? I was delighted by the opportunity to prac-

tice my speaking skills, and my wife was clearly delighted to show off her
Ashkenazi American husband who could speak their native tongue. A
short while later, after the woman departed, I noticed that my wife had
tears in her eyes. When I asked her why, she told me that she suddenly
remembered how years earlier, when she was a schoolgirl, that if she saw
that same woman from a distance, she would walk blocks out of her way
to avoid her. This was to avoid embarrassment from having to speak
Moroccan Arabic in public because of the strong prejudice against Jews
from Muslim countries (so-called mizrahim, or Oriental Jews) and espe
cially Moroccan Jews. In the 1950S and early 1960s, it was not at all chic to
speak Arabic of any kind in Israel-and certainly not to be Moroccan.
The great irony in these two personal anecdotes is that, amongst all the
many Jewish Diaspora languages of post-Talmudic times (Yiddish, Ladino,
Shuadit (Iudeo-Provencal), Judeo-Persian, Iudeo-Greek, Iudeo-French,
Iudeo-Tat, Iudeo-Berber, and still others less well known), [udeo-Arabic
held a place of special distinction. It had the longest recorded history after
Hebrew and Aramaic (from the ninth century to the present)." It had the
widest geographical diffusion, extending across three continents during
the Middle Ages. Furthermore, and even more significantly, it was the
medium of expression for one of the foremost periods of Jewish cultural
and intellectual creativity.

Judeo-Arabic and Jewish Languages
The existence of Jewish languages was a function of Jewish history. For
more than two millennia, Jews lived scattered throughout many lands and
cultures. But the transformational effects of their dispersion were miti
gated or tempered by their own group cohesion within the far-flung lands
in which they lived. They perceived these lands as galut, or exile, both spir
itually and politically. Wherever they lived, Jews created their own distinct
vernaculars that were usually written in Hebrew script and contained con
siderable amounts of Hebrew/Aramaic vocabulary. These Jewish idioms
differed also from their non-Jewish cognates in their pronunciation,
grammar, syntax, and lexical choices within the non-Hebrew root vocabu
lary. The Jews, subconsciously, created and preserved a unique linguistic
identity."
Iudeo-Arabic may be considered the premier Diaspora language. For
most of the last 1400 years, Arabic, in its Jewish form, was spoken by more
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Jewsthan any other language. From the seventh until the end of the seven
teenth centuries, the majority of the world's Jews lived in the Dar al-Isliim
(Domain of Islam). Furthermore, Arabic was spoken or used as a cultural
language by Jews across a greater geographical expanse than any other lan
guage was. In the Middle Ages,Arabic was the Jewish language from Spain
(and even to some extent from Provence) all the way to India. Although
Yiddish spread to the ends of the earth in the late nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries as Ashkenazi Jews poured out of eastern Europe to the
New World, South Africa, and Australia, it did not sink long-lasting roots
and was quickly abandoned by the second and third generations.
Some forms of Iudeo-Arabic also spread beyond their original heart
lands in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, to Iraqi Jewish trading
colonies in India, Southeast Asia, Hong Kong, and Shanghai; to Aleppan
Jewish enclaves in France, England, and the Americas; and to Yemenite
Jewish communities in India and elsewhere." Most importantly, however,
Iudeo-Arabic was the literary medium for some of the greatest works of
the Jewish spirit. This did not include Mizrahi, Sephardi, regional, or tem
poral works, but contributions that belonged to the common heritage
of Judaism and the Jewish people. In the Iudeo-Arabic world, many of
the key elements of Judaism, as a religious civilization under the consti
tutional framework of the Talmud, were crystallized, formulated, and
systematized. These elements included law, liturgy, philosophy and theol
ogy, scriptural exegesis, Hebrew grammar and lexicography, and Hebrew
poetry and belles lettres.

Historical Survey ofJudea-Arabic
Early Iudeo-Arabic
Before the spread of Islam, the only Jews speaking Arabic were those of
the Jewish tribes in Arabia. Their everyday language was apparently simi
lar to that of their Arab neighbors, except for the Hebrew and Aramaic
words they used to express specifically Jewish religious and cultural con
cepts. The Arabs referred to this Iudeo-Arabic dialect as yahudiyya (Jewish
speech). Some of the Hebrew and Aramaic vocabulary of this early Iudeo
Arabic, as well as a number of religious concepts, passed into the speech of
the pagan Arabs and, thereafter, into Muslim Arabic.? Although the Jews
of sixth- and seventh-century Arabia most likely wrote letters and docu-
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mcnts in Hebrew characters, they left behind no Judeo-Arabic literature.
The only literary art at the time was oral poetry. The poems preserved
in later Arabic tradition by Jewish bards from this period, such as al
Sarnaw'al, were completely devoid of any Jewish content. There seemed to
be no continuation between this early Iudeo-Arabic and the great Jewish
language of the Middle Ages.
Medieval Iudeo-Arabic
The Islamic conquests of the seventh and eighth centuries established a
domain that stretched from the borders of India and China in the East, to
the Atlantic Ocean and the Pyrenees in the West. The majority of Jews
living in the world during this time came under Arab rule. The Arabic
language became the lingua franca of this vast empire, taking the place
of Aramaic and Greek, which served as the international languages of
culture and administration throughout much of the Middle East and
North Africa previously. As the conquered people adopted Arabic, it
underwent a variety of metamorphoses, evolving into Middle Arabic (or
rather, Middle Arabic dialects). This simplified form of the language
dropped the case endings of the old Arabian dialects, transformed the syn
tax from a synthetic to an analytical structure, and greatly enriched the
vocabulary."

The Jews also adopted the new international language of culture. By
the tenth century, it became not only their daily vernacular, but also the
language used for most of their written expression. Arabic was used for
day-to-day correspondence-as we know from the rich treasure trove of
documents called the Cairo Geniza-as well as for religious queries and
responsa (Heb., she'elot u-teshuvot), documents, biblical exegesis and other
textual commentaries, philosophy and theology, and works on Hebrew
grammar and lexicography."
For linguistic and psychological reasons, the transition to Arabic for the
majority of Jews in the caliphate was presumably not very difficult. Arabic
was a Semitic language with many affinities to Hebrew and Aramaic. Fur
thermore, Islam was a strictly monotheistic religious civilization based on
the notion of a divine law that was partially written and partially oral. This
was similar, in many respects, to Judaism. Islam, like Judaism, eschewed
religious iconography, and did not manifest the kind of hostility toward
Judaism that Christianity did. In the Arabic world, in contrast to the
Christian world, Jews were not the only subjects not belonging to the
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ruling faith. They shared their status with the far more numerous Chris
tians and Zoroastrians. Medieval Islamic civilization was not a totally cler
ical or feudal one, as medieval Latin Christendom was.
The ninth through twelfth centuries witnessed the Commercial Revolu
tion, the rise of the bourgeoisie, and a revival of Hellenistic science and
humanism in the Muslim world. There was a high degree of interconfes
sional cooperation in the fields of science, philosophy, and commerce,
which Islam-like Judaism-held in high esteem. Consequently, there
were many aspects of the general emerging Islamic secular culture that
Jewsfound attractive and unthreatening. They could participate in a sym
biotic way with cultural commensalism."
Jews normally wrote Arabic in Hebrew characters that were already
familiar to them, as they were taught Hebrew from early childhood for
religious purposes. Members of the intelligentsia could read Arabic script
with at least some degree of proficiency. Some even produced works for a
broader audience in the standard Arabic script as well. However, it was not
uncommon for Jews to have books by Muslim writers transcribed into
Hebrew letters for more convenient reading, according to the Geniza.
Although Hebrew and Arabic both belonged to the Semitic family of lan
guages, Arabic has several consonants not found in Hebrew. Judeo-Arabic
made up for this by adopting a system of diacritical points in imitation of
the Muslim Arabic writing system (for example, the Arabic consonant dad
was indicated by a dotted sadi, and za' by a dotted tet). The system was
somewhat haphazard, and there were minor deviations among different
writers in the transcription of uniquely Arabic sounds into Hebrew (for
example, both the Hebrew gimel and "ayin with a mark were used to indi
cate the Arabic ghayn).
The Jews in the medieval Islamic world did not write in the vernacular
language they spoke on a daily basis. Instead, they used a literary Middle
Arabic-a form of the language between Classical Arabic (the only ac
ceptable medium of expression in Islamic culture) and the local dialects.
The medieval Iudeo-Arabic literary language varied in style. One style was
a Classical Arabic with some Middle Arabic elements (as for example, in
works of philosophy, theology, biblical translation, and commentary).
Another was a slightly classicized Middle Arabic, bristling with colloqui
alisms, depending upon the education of the writer and formal or infor
·Imal nature of the written material (seen, for example, in the personal
correspondence by people from all walks of life preserved in the Cairo
IGeniza).
I

I

I
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The rich literary output in medieval Judeo-Arabic was stimulated by
the intellectual and spiritual ferment that occurred in the caliphate, begin
ning in the second half of the eighth century and continuing throughout
the ninth and tenth. The first Jewish thinker to take up the challenges
posed by the rise of rationalism, free-thinking, and sectarian movements
(such as Karaism) was Sa'adya Gaon (882-942). Saadya was the leading
rabbinic scholar of his day. He responded in the language best understood
by his fellow Jews-Arabic. Born in Egypt, he became the gaon, or head,
of the Sura Academy in Baghdad, and was recognized as one of the highest
religious authorities in the Jewish world. He produced a massive body of
writings, not only for other scholars, but for educated laymen as well. To
resolve the spiritual confusion caused by conflicting claims to truth by dif
ferent religions, sects, and philosophical schools, he wrote the first exposi
tion of Jewish theology, The Book of Doctrines and Beliefs (Ar., Kitab
al-Amanat wa 'I-ICtiqadat).
To meet the challenges posed by the Karaites' emphasis on the study of
the Bible, Savadya translated the Scriptures into Arabic (al-Tafsiir) and
wrote a rational commentary (al- Ta'wfl). His translation was more than a
pioneer work. It was a literary milestone that influenced many later Jewish
and Christian Arabic Bible translations. His commentary affected many
later works of exegesis, including Abraham Ibn Ezra's Hebrew commen
tary. To facilitate the study of the Bible, SaCadya composed the first He
brew dictionary (Heb., ha-Agron), which followed the models of Arabic
lexicography and used Arabic as the language of explanation. He also pro
duced the first real siddur, or prayerbook, with accompanying notes and
instructions in Arabic (Jam{ al-Salawat). Saadya was the first scholar
to write legal tracts (e.g., The Book of Inheritance Law-Ar., Kitiib al
Mawarith) and responsa in Arabic.'?
During this time, a major center of Jewish scholarly activity developed
far to the west of Iraq in the North African city of Qayrawan (modern-day
Tunisia). The "sages of Qayrawan" were noted in Hebrew literature for
their religious and secular learning. The earliest and most famous of these
sages was the physician and Neoplatonic philosopher Isaac Israeli (ca.
850-950 ) . Israeli's Arabic works were translated into Hebrew and Latin
and studied for centuries in medieval and Renaissance Europe. He was
named "the distinguished monarch of medicine." His disciple, Dunash ben
Tamim (d. ca. 960 ) , in addition to being a physician and philosopher, was
a Hebrew grammarian and philologist. He authored a commentary on the
popular mystical treatise, The Book of Creation (Heb., Sefer ha-Yesira).
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In the realm of religious scholarship, many figures were produced. Of
these, the most outstanding writer in Iudeo-Arabic was Nissim ben Jacob
Ibn Shahin (d. 1062). He wrote an important commentary on the Talmud,
entitled The Key to the Locks of the Talmud (Ar., Kitiib Miftiih Maghiiliq al
Talmud). He also produced a book of didactic and entertaining tales, The
Book of Comfort (Ar., Kitab al-Faraj baid al-Shidda), the first work of its
kind in medieval Jewish literature.!'
In Muslim Iberia ("al-Andalus" in Arabic and "Sepharad" in Hebrew)
medieval Iudeo-Arabic literary culture reached its apogee. Under the
patronage of Jewish courtiers, such as Hasday Ibn Shaprut (9 0S-7S) and
Samuel ha-Nagid Ibn Naghrela (993-lOS6), Jewish scholars and men of
letters produced works on Hebrew grammar, lexicography, prosody, and
philosophy in Judeo-Arabic. Jonah Ibn Ianah (fl. first half of the eleventh
century), for example, wrote what became the most influential grammar
of the Hebrew language for centuries to come, The Book of Variegated
Flower-Beds (Ar., Kitiib al-Lumai]. He also completed a dictionary of bib
lical Hebrew, The Book of Roots (Ar., Kitab al-Usuli. Moses Ibn Ezra (ca.
ross-after 113S) produced the first and most comprehensive study on the
art of Hebrew rhetoric and poetry from the Middle Ages, The Book of
Conversation and Discussion (Ar., Kitab al-Muhiidara wa'l- Mudhiikara)Y
Solomon Ibn Gabirol (ca. 1027-S7), who was known to the schoolmen of
Christian Europe as Avicebron, wrote a widely read Neoplatonic treatise,
The Source of Life. Though the Arabic original was lost, it lived on in its
Latin translation as Fons vitae. One of the most popular works of mystical
and ethical devotion in later Judaism, The Duties of the Heart (Ar., Kitiib
al-Hidaya tta Fara'id al-Qulub), was originally written in Arabic in Spain
by Bahya Ibn Paquda (fl. second half of the eleventh century). 13 Also writ
ten in Iudeo-Arabic was the classic apologetic for traditional faith against
philosophical rationalism, Judah ha-Levi's The Kuzari (Ar., Kitab al
Khazariy. This dramatic dialogue, together with ha-Levi's cycle of poems
known as the "Songs of Zion," became a chief inspirational work of proto
Zionism. 14
The Arabic-speaking Jews of Sepharad produced a rich, new Hebrew
poetry that used the rhymes, meters, and many of the themes of Classical
Arabic poetry. In addition to sublime religious poetry, Jewish poets such
as Dunash ben Labrat, Moses Ibn Ezra, Solomon Ibn Gabirol, and Judah
ha-Levi, wrote panegyrics to Jewish courtiers and poems celebrating such
traditionally un-Jewish subjects as carousing, nature, and love, includ
ing poems with homoerotic themes.P Poetry was the one genre that was
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almost exclusively in Hebrew. Contrary to the suggestions of some schol
ars, this was not due to the fact that the Jewish poets did not have a suffi
cient command of Classical Arabic or that they were not sufficiently
imbued with the Arabic cultural ideal of al-i arabiyya (there were some
Jewish poets such as Samuel and Joseph Ibn Naghrela and Ibn Sahl al
(sra'iJl who wrote elegant Arabic verse). Instead, it was because they had
so thoroughly absorbed the values of Arab society. Poetry in Islamic civi
lization was the ultimate national art form. Hence, Jews cultivated Hebrew
poetry as a national response to prove that the language of their scripture
and national heritage was in no way inferior to the language of the Koran
and the Arab poets."
Although the Hebrew poetry of medieval Iberia was written according
to Arabic stylistic models, one ought not to consider it merely to be an
epigone literature. The Sephardi poets wrote inspired liturgical poems as
an ornament to synagogue worship and other religious occasions. This
was a genre that had no parallel in the Arabic poetic canon.
Sepharad's Judeo-Arabic tradition continued outside of Iberia after the
Almohads snuffed out open Jewish life in the Muslim parts of Spain. In
Egypt, Moses Maimonides (113S-1204), who saw himself as an Andalusian
and upholder of its intellectual heritage, wrote all his works, with the
exception of his law code, in Arabic. His medical and scientific treatises,
which were aimed at a general audience, were composed in the standard
form of the language. But his voluminous responsa, commentary to the
Mishna, and great philosophical oeuvre, The Guide of the Perplexed (Ar.,
Dalalat al-Ha'irin), were all in Iudeo-Arabic, His son and successor as
Nagid of the Egyptian Jewish community, Abraham Maimonides (1186
1237), continued the intellectual tradition, composing his great work of
mystical pietism The Complete Guide for Servants of God (Ar., Kifiiyat al
e Abidln) in Judeo-Arabic. The next generations of the Maimonides family
also continued to write in the Iudeo-Arabic tradition. I?
Modern Iudeo-Arabic
Around the late fifteenth century, medieval Iudeo-Arabic began to give
way to modern Iudeo-Arabic, or rather, to modern varieties of Iudeo
Arabic. The main universal characteristic of the many heterogeneous
forms of these modern varieties was their colloquial nature. Arabic society
was always a diglossic one, with very different written and spoken forms of
the language. This was true for Jews in the Middle Ages as well. However,
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Jews began writing in a language that was much closer to the vernaculars
they spoke.
The shift from Middle Arabic to modern communal dialect forms
resulted, in part, from the increased social isolation of the Jews of the Arab
world. At the end of the Middle Ages, they lived within restrictive ghetto
like quarters, such as the mellah and the hiirat al-Yahud. 18 This isolation
was never hermetic. Jews interacted with Muslims on many levels in the
economic and commercial sphere, buying, selling, and providing various
services to each other. However, socially, intellectually, and psychologically,
Jewish isolation was almost total. The shift from the literary medieval
written language to more vernacular forms of Iudeo-Arabic also repre
sented an overall decline in the general level of education throughout
the Islamic world. The ability to write in Classical Arabic, for example,
seriously deteriorated among Muslims during this period. It was only re
vived with the Nahda (Awakening) movement led by Syrian and Lebanese
Christians during the second half of the nineteenth century. The Nahda,
however, held little appeal for the vast majority of Arabic-speaking Jews in
modern times who at that point did not identify with Arab culture, much
less with Arab nationalism."
A third factor that might have contributed to the decline of the univer
sal medieval literary form of Iudeo-Arabic was the mass influx of Sephardi
refugees to the major population centers of the Islamic world. The Iberian
exiles came from Christian Spain and Portugal. Their forefathers had
given up the Arabic culture of al-Andalus centuries earlier. The Sephardi
rabbinical elite that became dominant in many of the Arabic-speaking
lands used Hebrew as their primary language of literary expression.
Until a generation ago, most surveys of the Iudeo-Arabic cultural her
itage ended here. This was due to a classicist bias that viewed the intel
lectual, spiritual, and artistic work of the late Middle Ages and early mod
ern times in the Islamic world as essentially decadent. Not untypical was
the judgment expressed by a distinguished scholar in his article in the
Encyclopaedia [udaica surveying Iudeo-Arabic literature. He concluded by
dismissing everything written after the fifteenth century as follows: "[I]t
must be admitted that there is little value in these works, most of which
are liturgical, exegetic, or translations of Hebrew pietistic works,'?" This
dismissive judgment was grossly subjective and untrue. Modern Iudeo
Arabic continued to be the medium of a rich and varied cultural heritage,
some of whose roots went well back into the Middle Ages.

Tlu: /111/.'(1 Ambit' Ilai/I1>(/' 4<)

There always existed, alongside the Arabic high culture, a vibrant popu
luI' culture. During the Middle Ages, very little "vulgar" literature, such as
lolk poetry and prose for mass entertainment, was preserved in writing.
The Thousand and One Nights was perhaps the best-known exception and
Is now widely considered a classic of world literature. The Jews of the Mid
dle East and North Africa continued to create and consume a popular lit
erature in Judeo-Arabic that was not merely of ethnographic or linguistic
interest, but could be truly appreciated for its own sake and judged on its
own terms. Both men and women from Morocco in the West to Yemen in
the East composed a variety of poetic genres (ranging from the literary
I/aslda to the folk muwwal and carobl) in Iudeo-Arabic. Some of this
poetry was written, and some was entirely oral. Even illiterate women
could compose sophisticated Iudeo-Arabic poetry and compete in singing
duels comparable to such contests as the medieval Arab naqa'id or the
Provencal troubadour tensons,"
Most works of rabbinical high culture were written in Hebrew. How
ever, throughout the Arabic-speaking world and all Diaspora Jewish soci
eties, a living tradition of highly literal calque translations of religious
texts, such as the Bible, the Mishna, and the Haggada existed. They were
translated into the local vernacular used both for teaching young students
and for the edification of adults with limited knowledge of Hebrew. These
translations were known most commonly as sharh, but also as tafslr and
maqshiyya. There were also scriptural commentaries written in Arabic in
the style of the sharh. Rabbi Raphael Berdugo (1747-1821) of Meknes, Mo
rocco, known as "The Angel Raphael" (Heb., ha-mal'akh Refa'el), authored
one such commentary, Leshon Limmudim/?
In the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, Judeo-Arabic news
papers and periodicals began to appear in the Middle East and North
Africa. They even appeared outside of the region in Bombay and Calcutta,
where there were substantial colonies of Iraqi Jewish merchants. These
works were never as numerous as the thousands of such journals in Yid
dish in Europe or the hundreds in Ladino in Turkey and the Balkans.
However, the [udeo-Arabic newspapers and magazines served a similar
function to their Yiddish and Ladino counterparts as vectors of modern
ization. They not only conveyed local and world news, but also discussed
specifically Jewish issues such as Zionism, secularism, westernization, and
anti-Semitism. They serialized and adapted modern European novels and
short stories, such as Defoe's Robinson Crusoe and Dumas's The Count of
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Monte Cristo. Tunisia had, by far, the largest number and the greatest vari
ety of Judeo-Arabic periodicals of any country.
After World War I, Iudeo-Arabic journals increasingly gave way to
French publications from Morocco to Egypt due to the tremendous edu
cational influence of the Alliance Israelite Universelle schools and the
impact of French colonial rule in the Maghrebi countries. In Iraq and
Lebanon, where modern Arabic culture made its strongest impression
upon Jews, Jewish newspapers were published in Modern Standard Arabic
beginning in the 1920S. A few Iudeo-Arabic periodicals, however, contin
ued to be published in Morocco, Tunisia, and Libya until the mass exodus
from these countries following the establishment of the State of Israel.
Several Iudeo-Arabic periodicals were published in the new homeland to
serve the new immigrants in the early years following their arrival.P
Modern Iudeo-Arabic never became a major medium for original bel
letristic expression. Most world-class Middle Eastern and North African
Jewish novelists, such as Nairn Kattan from Iraq and Albert Memmi from
Tunisia, wrote their books in French. A number of important Jewish writ
ers in Iraq, such as Anwar Sha'ul, Murad Michael, and Shalom Darwish,
wrote in Modern Standard Arabic. One or two continued writing in Ara
bic even after immigrating to Israel.P There were a few Iudeo-Arabic plays
and novels published, mainly in Tunisia, by intellectuals such as Eliezer
Farhi and Jacob Chemla. However, Modern Iudeo-Arabic did serve to
introduce Arabic-speaking Jews to western literary genres in translation.
In addition to French and English novels, plays, and short stories, some of
the new Hebrew fiction of the Haskala movement in Europe was trans
lated into Iudeo-Arabic. For example, Avraham Mapu's Zionist novel Aha
vat Siyyon (The Love ofZion) appeared in Judeo-Arabic in Tunis in 1890 as
al-Hubb wa'l- Watan (Love and Homeland).
Only a handful of Jews remain in the Arab world today. The over
whelming majority of Jews from Arab lands and their descendants live in
Israel and France, while others reside in large communities in Canada,
the United States, and elsewhere. Like Yiddish and Ladino, Iudeo-Arabic
is a dying language. But the Iudeo-Arabic cultural heritage is anything
but moribund. Iudeo-Arabic words and expressions entered into modern
Israeli Hebrew to no less-and perhaps to a greater extent-than Yid
dishisms penetrated into American English. More importantly, Iudeo
Arabic lives on in a myriad of ways through the maintenance of tradi
tional practices, the ever-increasing scholarly study of Iudeo-Arabic lan
guage, literature, and history, particularly in Israel and France, but also in

North America, and through the popular interpretations and translations
of Iudeo-Arabic wit and wisdom.
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Chapter 4

Iudeo-Spanish Culture in Medieval
and Modern Times
David M. Bunis

Before the Expulsion of 1492
Throughout the Diaspora, new Jewish "subcultures" have arisen in re
sponse to changes in the social and cultural interaction of Jewish groups
and their non-Jewish neighbors. Sometimes this occurred when Jews
migrated to a new land, as in the case of Jews from Italy and France who
settled in medieval Germany where they created the foundations of the
Yiddish culture of Ashkenazi Jewry. Later, when Ashkenazim migrated
from Germany to Slaviclands, the unique subculture they created through
the syncretism of elements of ancient Hebrew and medieval Romance and
German origins was further enriched through contact with the cultures of
Slavicpeoples, and still later, with the cultures of western Europe. At other
times, new Jewish cultures were created when Jews residing in a particular
area became highly influenced by the arrival of a group foreign to the area.
Of the Jewish people's diverse subculture groups-Yiddish, Iudeo- Ara
maic, Iudeo-Persian, Iudeo-Arabic, Iudeo-Italian, and others-the Span
ish or Sephardic Jews were especially interesting. Much of Yiddish culture
in Europe is connected with Jewish migration and resettlement, all of it
within the Christian world. This led to interaction with neighbors who all
spoke Indo-European languages and shared certain basic elements of cul
ture and belief. The traditional Iudeo-Arabic culture of North African
Jews developed essentially through interaction with the culture and belief
system introduced there in the late seventh century by Arabic-speaking
Muslim conquerors. Thus, the elements of Yiddish culture, which may be
linked to the interaction between the Ashkenazim and their non-Jewish
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